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ABSTRACT
Objective: Mapping key themes that characterize challenging and positive encounters in dental practice using online reviews of patient satisfaction.
Materials and methods: 11,764 online patient reviews of dental encounters, consisting of an overall satisfaction rating (1–5 stars) and a free-text response, were collected from the web-site Legelisten.no. The reviews were split into two sets: reviews from patients with low satisfaction (1–2 stars) representing challenging encounters vs. patients with high satisfaction (4–5 stars) representing positive encounters. A qualitative thematic analysis was used to analyse the text materials in the datasets.
Results: Five key themes to both challenging and positive patient encounters were identified: (1) Interpersonal factors, (2) Patient factors, (3) Dentist factors, (4) Situational factors, and (5) Consequences. These themes are discussed in light of their role in challenging and positive patient encounters, as well as previous studies of online reviews and patient satisfaction.
Conclusions: Based on the patients’ experiences with dental encounters, challenging encounters seem to arise when dentists’ personality traits and communication skills fail to match the patients’ expectations or preferences. It appears central to patient satisfaction that dentists are able to shift between different communication styles in order to adapt to the personality and preferences of the patients.

Introduction
Recent research suggest that online reviews might be a useful source of information regarding patient preferences and satisfaction with health care services [1,2], which also includes patients’ perspectives on negative experiences and dissatisfaction [3]. While online reviews often contain numeric indications of satisfaction or dissatisfaction [4], they frequently also include commentary sections that enable patients to express their opinions in free text. This might provide new insights into the patients’ perspectives with regards to health care quality [1,2]. Research on internet behaviour have found evidence of increased self-disclosure when communicating online, compared to self-disclosure face to face [5,6]. This is suggested to be due to psychological mechanisms such as perceived anonymity on the internet or perceived social support in internet based groups (forums, facebook-groups etc.) [5,6]. Online content from web-sites containing free text, such as patient authored reviews, could thus provide ‘unfiltered’ information on patients’ preferences in health care settings, that is perhaps different from the traditional research using surveys or interviews. Investigating online reviews should be of high importance to health professionals, as they are increasingly used by patients when selecting health professionals [2,7,8].

For many health professionals, challenging patient encounters, or challenging situations with patients, are not uncommon occurrences [9,10]. These encounters might occur whenever there are fundamental differences between the health professionals’ and the patients’ view of the situation [11–15]. Unfortunately, health professionals might lean towards referring to these encounters as dealing with ‘challenging patients’ or ‘difficult patients’ [14,16]. These terms arguably place responsibility on the patient as the single contributor to the challenging situation, and therefore it might be more appropriate to refer to these encounters as ‘challenging relationships’ [17,18]. Challenging encounters have been found to occur more often when patients experience underlying psychosocial struggles like anxiety and depression [18,19]. In addition, lack of experience in health professionals might exacerbate the challenging encounter. For instance, health professionals who were less experienced and failed to discover the underlying psychosocial issues of their patients, were more likely to experience challenging encounters with patients [18,19]. Moreover, health professionals who feel incompetent in treating the disease or alleviating the patients’ symptoms, or who display symptoms of burnout, are more susceptible to experience the encounter as challenging [18].
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In recent studies dentists have reported that 25% of their patient meetings were experienced as ‘challenging’ [18,20]. Such encounters might contribute to increased perceived negative work stress and burnouts in dentistry [18,21–23]. The patients’ perspective of the challenging encounters in dentistry is sometimes investigated through measurements of patient satisfaction [24,25], and patient satisfaction is also often used as a measurement of ‘health care quality’ [26,27]. Research from different healthcare contexts have found that increased patient satisfaction is linked to better treatment outcomes [28,29] and better motivation and compliance [30–32]. Oral diseases like periodontitis and caries, are often managed through oral hygiene behaviour change and lifestyle changes [33], requiring patient compliance and cooperation between patients and dental health professionals. Increasing patient satisfaction could thus benefit both the dentist and the patient, improving treatment outcomes and reducing burnouts of dentists [21,28].

Patient satisfaction in dental health settings seems to be closely related to the communication between the dental health practitioner and the patient [34–36]. Research also suggest that there seems to be a connection between the patient’s satisfaction and whether their expectations are fulfilled [25,34,37,38]. While there exists a large body of research on the different contributing factors to patient satisfaction [26,27], much of the research relies on patient interviews and surveys. Also, the approaches taken to measure patient satisfaction are almost exclusively defined by health care providers and therefore might fail to measure the issues most important to patients [1,39]. For some time, researchers have advocated that one should include patients’ perspectives in research in order to achieve more patient relevant findings [40,41]. Online reviews could provide researchers with useful research findings, consistent with a patient-centred approach.

In this study, the aim is to map key themes that characterise challenging and positive encounters in dental practice using online reviews of patient satisfaction with Norwegian dentists. Exploring the patients’ views of challenging encounters through online reviews, can give new insight into this topic.

**Methods and data collection**

This study adopts a qualitative approach investigating challenging encounters from the patients’ perspective. A thematic analysis was conducted on text material from a commentary section of online patient reviews of dental treatment. The study was approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research Data, reference number 468642.

Patient reviews of dental visits published on the website Legelisten.no [42] from between June 2013 and July 2020 were included in this study. In total, 11,764 reviews were acquired by the authors through an agreement with the website provider. Legelisten.no is a privately founded website where patients can evaluate different categories of health professionals, for instance medical doctors, dentists and chiropractors, with the aim to help people that are in need of health services choose among health care providers. Both general dental practitioners and specialists can be evaluated.

All reviews were registered voluntarily online by users which have met with the dentists that were reviewed. In the data set provided by Legelisten.no both the dental practitioners that are reviewed and the patients that registered the reviews are anonymous. The patients registering reviews to Legelisten.no had to be above 18-years old, have recently visited a dental practitioner, and have access to internet and the appropriate electronic equipment [43]. The reviews contained a commentary section in which the patients had to write a free-text comment, and an obligatory overall satisfaction rating, as well as several specific closed-ended questions investigating the patients’ satisfaction in multiple areas. The terms and conditions of the website states that reviews that contain information about severe diagnostic mistakes and other severe incidents will be removed ahead of publication [43]. Also, any reviews containing swearing, personal attacks, sexual or obscure language are filtered out before being published online. Thus, the data in this study does not contain such content.

**Measurement of patient satisfaction**

Patients indicated their satisfaction with a dental visit with a specific dental practitioner on Legelisten.no and provided ratings on 10 different aspects related to patient satisfaction. The 10 aspects were as follows: ‘Treatment Advice Rating’, ‘Treatment Comfort Rating’, ‘Treatment Result Rating’, ‘Service Availability Rating’, ‘Service Staff Rating’, ‘Service Facilities Rating’, ‘Price Information Rating’, ‘Final Price Rating’, ‘Price Level Rating’ and ‘Overall Rating’. The aspect called ‘Overall Rating’ was used in this study as an indicator of whether a challenging encounter or a positive encounter had taken place. The other rating aspects were not used in this study. ‘Overall Rating’ was scored by the patients on a 5-point ordinal scale (visually represented as ‘stars’), where 1-star indicated low levels of satisfaction and 5-stars indicated high levels of satisfaction. The scores were not normally distributed, with 5-star-reviews representing 90.3% (n = 10,627), 4-star reviews 3.0% (n = 350), 3-star reviews 0.9% (n = 100), 2-star reviews 1.6% (n = 183), and 1-star reviews 4.3% (n = 504). Nevertheless, there were sufficient reviews with 1-star or 2-star, and rich descriptions of the encounter, to conduct a thorough qualitative analysis.

Due to the amount of text material and skewed distribution of rating scores, two subsamples representing positive dental encounters (high patient satisfaction) and challenging dental encounters (low patient satisfaction) were drawn from the original dataset of 11,764 reviews. This process is visualised in Figure 1, and resulted in two separate data sets of positive or challenging dental encounters. In order to randomise the selection of the reviews, all reviews in the two data sets received an unique id-number and a random sequence of the number ranges for each data set were generated by a random number generator (website Randomised.org). The first 50 numbers were used to draw the review sample from both
sets of reviews, which provided 50 reviews representing a challenging encounter and 50 reviews representing a positive encounter. The patients’ reviews in the challenging encounter set contained a total of 3280 words. In the positive encounter set the patients had written a total of 2525 words. Each review had to contain at least 100 characters with no upper limit. The review length ranged from approximately 20 words to 300 words in both review sets.

**Qualitative analysis**

A thematic analysis was conducted to discover themes related to a positive encounter or a challenging encounter in the two sets of reviews [44]. To ensure validation the steps 1–5 of the thematic analysis, illustrated below, was conducted independently by two of the authors. The results of the independent analyses were merged into a final product at the end of the study period (steps 6–8). The procedure of the thematic analysis was as follows:

1. Reading through the text material to get an overview of the content.
2. Specifically reading through each review while coding abstract cases.
3. The codes were rearranged and categorised into meaningful themes.
4. Re-reading through the text material to spot missing or uncomplete codes, and to re-evaluate the meaningfulness and interpretation of codes.
5. Interpreting possible connections and explanations of the importance of themes in relation to challenging encounters.
6. A group meeting, where the authors independent coding and formation of themes was discussed, which resulted in a re-arranging of themes and codes to best fit both authors’ views.
7. Writing up the themes and their explanation and connection to challenging encounters.
8. Additional group meetings for further evaluation of the interpretation of themes and their connections to challenging encounters. This step was repeated until all authors were satisfied with the results.

The process described resulted in a series of five main themes that the authors found to be related to the patients’ perception of a challenging or a positive encounter.

**Results**

Out of the 11,764 reviews at Legelisten.no, 5.8% were classified as describing challenging encounters, and 93.3% were classified as describing positive encounters. The geographic distribution is not available in our dataset due to anonymity, however, the publically available data from Legelisten.no shows that the reviews cover all regions of the country, but the number of reviews varies with the density of dentists and population density, i.e. more reviews in larger cities. The gender and age distribution of our sample is portrayed in Table 1.

It is worth noting that the sample provides few reviews of dentists aged 20–40 years, but more reviews of dentists aged 41–60+ years. Also, the patients writing most of the reviews were aged between 20 and 30 years, while fewer were aged below 20 or 41 years and above.

**Thematic analysis**

Patients’ experiences of a challenging encounter seemed closely related to the following themes identified from a thematic analysis of the reviews: (1) Interpersonal factors, (2) Patient factors, (3) Dentist factors, (4) Situational factors, and (5) Consequences. The themes with example quotes are represented in Figure 2. Whether the encounter was perceived as challenging or positive relied upon the quality of the possible issues underlying the themes. In the following section the themes are further explained and detailed, with examples of how they were identified from the data as well as...
how aspects within a theme could contribute to the patients’ experience of a challenging encounter.

**Interpersonal factors**

The interpersonal factors concern how patients write about the relationship established with the dentist, as well as the perception of the dentists’ relational abilities. This theme of interpersonal factors might look similar to the theme ‘dentist factors’, in the sense that it is considering aspects around the dentist abilities. However, interpersonal factors are considered to be different in the way that they are a specific interpretation of the interaction between patient and dentist, while ‘dentist factors’ is a description of the patients’ perception of the dentists’ static personality traits, which might stem from other kinds of behaviour in the situation. The theme ‘interpersonal factors’ is concerned around how patients observe the dentists’ social behaviour and make up their mind about the quality of the established relationship. The aspects considered important here from the patients’ perspective were the quality of the communication, expressions of emotional competence and empathy. The patients in our sample assessed their dentist in several ways, while appearing to try to make sense of his/her relationship skills and/or competence. Patients experiencing their dentist to be empathic, and to be trustworthy or competent in the professional relationship, often perceived the encounter as positive. As in this example:

(1) I experience her as very competent, and she always meets me in such a good way as a person. Never experienced her as rude – only thorough and present for me personally.

The communication skills of the dentist were highly valued, as expected, and this was discussed by patients regularly:

(2) He tells you what he is going to do, and gives you several alternative treatment options at different price levels [...].

**Table 1. Age and gender distribution of reviewers and dentists in the total sample and subsample, for challenging and positive encounters.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reviewers</th>
<th>Dentists</th>
<th>Reviewers</th>
<th>Dentists</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>Subsample</td>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>Subsample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Challenging encounters (1-star and 2-star reviews)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not registered</td>
<td>401 (58.4)</td>
<td>29 (58.0)</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 20</td>
<td>6 (0.9)</td>
<td>1 (2.0)</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>100 (14.6)</td>
<td>10 (20.0)</td>
<td>8 (1.7)</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>81 (11.8)</td>
<td>5 (10.0)</td>
<td>88 (18.6)</td>
<td>7 (14.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>55 (8.0)</td>
<td>2 (4.0)</td>
<td>128 (27.0)</td>
<td>14 (29.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>34 (4.9)</td>
<td>1 (2.0)</td>
<td>111 (23.4)</td>
<td>12 (25.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 60</td>
<td>10 (1.5)</td>
<td>2 (4.0)</td>
<td>139 (29.3)</td>
<td>15 (31.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not registered</td>
<td>371 (54.0)</td>
<td>27 (54.0)</td>
<td>2 (0.4)</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>183 (26.6)</td>
<td>15 (30.0)</td>
<td>200 (42.2)</td>
<td>20 (41.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>133 (19.4)</td>
<td>8 (16.0)</td>
<td>272 (57.4)</td>
<td>28 (58.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>687 (100)</td>
<td>50 (100)</td>
<td>474 (100)</td>
<td>48 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive encounters (4-star and 5-star reviews)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not registered</td>
<td>4011 (36.5)</td>
<td>16 (32.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.0)</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 20</td>
<td>58 (0.5)</td>
<td>1 (2.0)</td>
<td>– –</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–30</td>
<td>1910 (17.4)</td>
<td>11 (22.0)</td>
<td>73 (2.5)</td>
<td>1 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31–40</td>
<td>1854 (16.9)</td>
<td>11 (22.0)</td>
<td>700 (24.2)</td>
<td>15 (30.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–50</td>
<td>1354 (12.3)</td>
<td>6 (12.0)</td>
<td>814 (28.1)</td>
<td>18 (36.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–60</td>
<td>1054 (9.6)</td>
<td>3 (6.0)</td>
<td>579 (20.0)</td>
<td>7 (14.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 60</td>
<td>736 (6.7)</td>
<td>2 (4.0)</td>
<td>726 (25.1)</td>
<td>8 (16.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not registered</td>
<td>3698 (33.7)</td>
<td>16 (32.0)</td>
<td>25 (0.9)</td>
<td>– –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4028 (36.7)</td>
<td>19 (38.0)</td>
<td>1299 (44.9)</td>
<td>24 (49.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>3251 (29.6)</td>
<td>15 (30.0)</td>
<td>1569 (54.2)</td>
<td>25 (51.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10,977 (100)</td>
<td>50 (100)</td>
<td>2893 (100)</td>
<td>49 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Age and gender distribution of reviewers and dentists in the total sample and subsample, for challenging and positive encounters.*

A few of the selected reviews were of the same dentists, hence, the number of dentists \( n = 97 \) were lower than the number of reviewers \( n = 100 \).

**Figure 2. Presentation of themes and illustrative quotes.** Each theme is illustrated with a quote representing a challenging encounter and a quote representing a positive encounter.
There also appeared to exist an expectation that the dentist was the person in charge and responsible for the communication during treatment, more so than the patient. Several patients expressed that they wanted the dentist to be sociable and to explain the process of treatment, and reviews describing challenging encounters pressured the fact that the dentist was either uncommunicative, rude, or seemed uninterested in their wellbeing. See for example these quotes:

3) Nonempathic. Yelled and made fun of me. Rough and short-tempered.

4) I have to ask a lot to get to know what I have to do.

The dentist seems to be expected to have multiple abilities, i.e. to act professional and competent, as well as empathic and lovable. Whenever this was not the case, or the dentist displayed poor relationship skills, it would often lead to the patients experiencing the encounter as more challenging.

Patient factors
Patient factors stem from within the patients themselves, and are factors which might impact the patients’ assessment of the encounter as for instance challenging or positive. Patients may have specific expectations related to the dental encounter, often times influenced by previous experience with dental treatment, that may affect their view of the current visit and whereby the current visit is evaluated as either positive or negative:

5) After suffering from dental anxiety for many years, I was recommended X when he worked in [Norwegian municipality]. I was treated in a good and respectful manner.

Patients who presented some underlying psychosocial issues were not uncommon, as was the case in this positive review:

6) I have struggled with dental anxiety for years after an uncomfortable experience in my teens. But here I found peace and I gladly show up for my appointment every year.

Dental anxiety was also mentioned in reviews signalling challenging encounters. In some instances, pre-existing dental anxiety was reinforced by the challenging encounter, leading to a vicious circle of even more anxiety. As in these reviews:

7) […] not a good experience for a person with dental anxiety.

8) […] makes me nervous and insecure […].

In sum, the identified patient factors contributed to the patients’ experience of the encounter as either challenging or positive, by equipping the patient with certain prior knowledge and top-down expectations, which appeared to colour the present encounter.

Dentist factors
This theme concerns the patients’ perceptions of the personality or key characteristics of the dentist. Thus, it differs from the interpersonal factors, although there might be considerable amount of overlap between these themes.

It was observed that patients considered the work-ethic of the dentist very important, for instance that the dentist was expected not to be motivated by financial gain or to take unethical decisions in treatment planning or during treatment. Reviews related to positive encounters indicated that the dentist was found to be professional, competent, nice, and friendly. If the dentist took up too much of the patients’ time the patients indicated that they felt less satisfied, but it was also unsatisfactory if the dentist appeared stressed or in a hurry while treating the patients. These two quotes illustrate how the time spent could be viewed very different in a challenging encounter versus a positive encounter:

9) […] used more time than the other dentist […]. (Challenging encounter)

10) The dentist used a lot of time explaining the treatment plan and follow-ups with the dental nurse (whom is also very friendly). I got to take home my own treatment book with a detailed treatment plan. (Positive encounter)

These seemingly contradictory findings might be due to individual patients’ preferences or expectations about time management in dental treatment settings.

From the reviews describing challenging encounters it was found that the patients’ were more likely to perceive the encounter as challenging if the dentist displayed unfavourable attitudes or traits like aggression, disrespect and introversion.

11) I perceive him as a rude and uncomfortable person.

In sum, the personality traits or key characteristics of the dentist seemed to be consistently assessed and reported as one of the most important issues related to the experience of a challenging encounter mentioned by the patients, especially if this personality resulted in the dentist showing negative social traits affecting the treatment situation negatively.

Situational factors
The aspects related to the clinic staff and the facilities of the clinic, as well as other issues concerning the surroundings were often mentioned in the reviews. There seemed to be a threshold where the surroundings did not matter if they were considered within the spectre of normality, for example related to expectations about how a dental clinic should be. Whenever the facilities or staff service fell below a threshold of normality, they were mentioned as something important and negative, but most often this would not in itself lead to the patients describing a challenging encounter. More often the patients would mention other issues related to the challenging encounter as well, see for example this review:

12) She is messy, has no other employees. Instruments are lying around (also on the floor), sedative medication is placed on the counter. […] She also told me that a tooth that has been a little painful had to get root canal treatment. The pain went away on it own and my regular dentist told me that the tooth absolutely did not need root canal treatment.

However, there were some exceptions where the facilities constituted the main reason why the patients were less satisfied with their visit, as described in this review:
If the service or facilities were high above the patients’ initial expectations, then it was mentioned as something positive:

(14) Modern equipment, quick and comfortable treatment. Good chair! Caring treatment from all employees at the clinic which makes me feel welcome.

In most cases the patients seemed unaffected if the facilities and service from staff was functioning and ‘good enough’ or as expected, and if they experienced a positive encounter. In those cases the facilities or staff could sometimes be mentioned in one simple positive sentence or with a few general positive words. Other times, when the situational factors fell below a threshold of perceived normality, or appeared simultaneously with other negative factors, it could lead to the patients perceiving the encounter as challenging.

Consequences
The aftermath of a challenging or positive encounter can be explored through the theme Consequences. Through this broad theme both the consequences for the patient, and the consequences for the dentist, are considered as expressed in the review. For the dentist, relevant consequences could for example be: Whether the patients expressed a desire to come back for another appointment, if the patients said they would recommend the dentist to others, and also whether the patients felt that they achieved better dental health from visiting their dentist. Especially important to the patients’ wellbeing might be whether there were any complications that had to be fixed later on by another dentist, or whether there were significant amounts of pain during or after treatment:

(15) I have changed dentist and got a lot of surprises. Poor work on most fillings, crowns had to be replaced and fillings had to be redone. It has cost me many thousands extra to get rid of the pain unfortunately.

Patients were preoccupied with several consequential matters and several reviews mentioned the consequences for the patients’ dental health. The reviews mentioned both positive and negative outcomes. When patients wrote about a positive encounter, they often mentioned pain relief, increased quality of dental health, and having positive memories of their treatment. In contrast, for the patients who indicated having experienced a challenging encounter, the memories from treatment included severe pain after and during treatment, worsening of dental health, more anxiety related to dental treatment, etc. See for example these reviews:

(16) The treatment was painful.

(17) I have never had dental anxiety, but I did not feel safe in her chair. Had to change dentist to get my tooth fixed properly, because she did not get it right after two tries.

The theme consequences is different from the other themes in the sense that the consequences could affect the patients’ perception of the encounter long after the treatment happened. Long term positive consequences would for example arguably leave the patient with more positive memories of the encounter than if long term consequences were negative, although the experience of the encounter in the present moment might have been more mixed or ambiguous, since the consequences might work as top down recall cues after the fact. In such cases, patients might remember encounters as more or less challenging than they really were based on long term consequences rather than aspects of the encounter itself.

Discussion
In this study, the aim was to investigate online reviews of dentists in order to map the key themes that characterise challenging encounters in dental practice from the patients’ perspectives, and to contrast these to the themes found in online reviews of positive encounters. The analysis identified a set of common themes for the patients describing either a positive or a challenging encounter, where the contrast appears to be not only the positive or negative aspects related to the themes, but also that the same aspects might be framed or experienced as either positive or negative depending on the patient. In the results section, the themes and how they could contribute to the patients’ view of the encounter were detailed. In the following discussion we would like to focus on the interpretation of the themes and their interaction.

Both interpersonal factors and the intrapersonal factors of the patients and the dentists, were interpreted as the most important contributors to the patients’ view of the encounter as challenging or positive. This is supported in previous research on online reviews written by patients [1]. Previous research also supports the observation that past experiences influence patients’ view of the clinical encounter [25,34,37,38]. The current results show that the joint influence of the patients’ past experiences and the patients’ unique personalities might colour how different aspects of the treatment are perceived. Also, dentists’ personalities and personal traits would exert influence in the clinical dental encounter, and could be interpreted as positive or negative based on patients’ preferences or experiences. Similarly, the situational aspects could alter patients’ experience and interpretation of the visit. A clean office with helpful staff would for example influence both the patients’ perceptions and thoughts about the clinical encounter in a positive manner, including the interpersonal relationship between the patient and the dentist. It appears that patients often engage in a form of top-down processing of the clinical encounter, where past experiences and current emotional state could influence their interpretation of the ongoing events. While the influence of top-down processing on perception in different situations are well documented in laboratory studies [45,46], the practical, clinical implications for challenging clinical encounters in dentistry might be less studied or well understood.
Some of the patients’ past experiences seemed to play a more important role than other experiences. Often, past experiences involving intense and aversive emotions, for instance experiences related to dental fear and anxiety, appeared to be strong contributors to how the patients came to view the present encounter. In the reviews of challenging encounters, patients sometimes described previous experiences with dental anxiety, which were reinforced by the present encounter. Some patients also claimed that they had developed dental anxiety, or had felt very afraid and uncomfortable, during or as a result of the encounter that they wrote about in the review. In contrast, dental anxiety also became a topic in the positive reviews, by which anxious patients described the dentist as being very skilled in creating a safe and trusting environment, for instance by explaining the treatment procedures. Dental anxiety is quite common in the adult population. High prevalences of are reported in recent studies from Saudi Arabia and Tanzania with respectively 80% [47] and 87% [48], while lower but substantial prevalences are reported in both Europe and the USA [49–51]. In light of this, it was not surprising that dental anxiety featured frequently in the reviews. Overall, dental anxiety seemed to be a very common and important emotional state within the patients, and dentists should be trained in identifying and accommodating anxious patients.

Whenever there was a substantial mismatch between the patients’ needs and understanding of the situation and the dentists’ behaviour, the resulting encounter would be perceived as challenging. This is also found in previous research [11–15]. Such challenges could be related to a failure in detecting and understanding the patients’ inner emotional states. Previous studies have found that the dentists often fail to detect whenever the patient is not satisfied with the treatment [34], and also that dissatisfied patients are a highly diverse group [3]. Emotional competence is often defined as one’s capacity to detect and relate to other peoples’ emotions, and to use and regulate one’s own emotions in a useful manner to guide one’s actions [52,53]. The findings of this study emphasises the need for dentists to develop good communication skills and emotional competence in order to correctly interpret their patients’ needs in the treatment setting and to solve possible issues. Furthermore, the communication skills utilised by the dentists need to be flexible and dynamic, rather than a static, ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, in order to accommodate different patients’ needs, personality styles, and preferences. Past research has shown positive effects from implementing training programs for improving emotional competence and communication skills in health professionals [54–56], and participating in these training courses might help dentists minimise stress from challenging encounters [57].

When exploring the online reviews included in this study, one of the key questions is how patients’ perceptions of treatment success or failure impacts perceptions of other aspects of the clinical encounter, and vice versa. Theories from behavioural and psychological research could provide answers, as this potentially could involve automatic causal inference of events. In social psychology, attribution theory describes how persons might find causes for the behaviour of others [58,59]. Recent studies have shown that the causal attributions made by healthcare professionals concerning their patients affect the strategies they choose when interacting with the patients [60,61]. Another tendency described in attribution theories is that the behaviour of others is often attributed to the stable characteristics of others, while the behaviour of oneself is thought to be due to changeable events outside one’s control [58,62]. In the current context this might imply that patients tend to think that flaws resulting from treatment is due to how that dentist is as a person, rather than caused by bad luck, faulty equipment or materials, or other random and external one-time events. That being said, it is natural to place the responsibility of the results of dental treatment in the hands of the dental health professional, and this would hardly qualify as an attribution bias. However, the findings point to a tendency of the patients to link the flaws in the communication to their perception of some stable personality traits of the dentist, and to discount both their own contribution to the communication and the possibility that the dentist might behave differently in the future. Although it is not the aim of this study, it would be interesting to further investigate how the causal attributions of the patients could influence their perceptions of the encounter. In any case, dentists would benefit from being aware of the patients’ attribution of causes for the challenging encounters, and try to develop methods to better handle challenging situations with patients.

**Strengths and limitations**

There are some limitations in this study that should be discussed. Firstly, the sample of reviews received from Legelisten.no should be considered a convenience sample. We do not know how often and to what extent the moderators of Legelisten.no filter out the reviews ahead of publication. The age distribution could not be said to be representative of the general patient population in Norway, as both our total sample and sub-samples contained few reviews from patients aged 60+ and under 20 years old. Also, the age distribution in the subsamples were similar to that of the total sample (Table 1). The total sample did not contain any reviews made by patients aged 18 years and younger since the website requires users to be above 18 years of age. In addition to this, a large part of the reviewers chose not to report their age and gender, especially if satisfaction was low (1–2 stars). As in other qualitative studies, the representativeness is limited to similar conditions, and the findings should be handled accordingly.

Secondly, regarding the trustworthiness of the analysis, the authors have made an effort to produce as reliable and valid results as possible. This was done by following a common analysis approach, arranging group discussions and practicing reflexivity throughout the research process. Considering researchers’ bias, the authors would like to add that although all efforts have been made to produce credible results, as in all qualitative research we also have some experiences and underlying presumptions which might interfere
in the analytic process. Although this might be the case, the process of discussing the results and analysis in group settings, aims to correct personal biases and to level out possible dissimilarities between the different authors’ perspectives.

Lastly, the retrieved sample contained a high amount of positive reviews, with 90% of the reviews representing a 5-star rating. While previous research suggest that the majority of online reviews of healthcare providers are positive [1,4,63], there is a possibility that dentists that perceive a patient as being satisfied are more likely to encourage that patient to write a review of the experience. Also, it might be possible that some patients are not aware that they could write an online review of their dentist, or may chose not to for various reasons. However, the selection process used in this study would help to minimise this issue in the current analysis.

Albeit some limitations, this study could contribute to fill a gap in this field of research, as there are few studies conducted on online reviews of dentists. The strength of this study lies in its focus on the patients’ perspective, providing feedback directly from patients not provided from a traditional questionnaire or interview. Recently, the usefulness of online reviews have been confirmed through studies comparing the use of traditional methods of assessing patients’ experience of health care [64]. Online reviews can be argued to provide an unfiltered view of the patients’ perspectives, while traditional interviews and questionnaires provide answers to questions predetermined by the health professionals conducting the studies. Also, dental students have reported the usefulness of receiving patient feedback in training to help improve their communication skills [65]. The aim to provide patient centred care in dentistry could thus be reached through investigating online reviews and discovering potential areas in need of improvement. This article provides a new perspective on the factors related to the patients’ perspective of challenging encounters, through investigating patient written online reviews.

Conclusions
The patients’ perspectives of, and satisfaction with, the clinical encounter is influenced by their past experiences, the situation, their interpretation of the dentist, the quality of the dentist-patient relationship and the consequences of treatment. Furthermore, dental patients tend to perceive the challenging encounter to be a result of the dentists’ personality traits and communication skills, and challenging encounters seem to indicate a mismatch between the patients’ expectations of the situation and the actual situation. It does not seem to be one uniform way of acting to prevent challenging encounters, rather, dentists need to be able to shift between different communication styles in order to adapt to the personality and preferences of the patients. Dentists should be encouraged to work towards developing their emotional competence and dynamic communication skills to better detect and follow up on patients’ needs and expectations in the treatment setting.
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